CONCEPT OF TEAMWORK

Annotation. The article deals with the problems of teamwork and the ways of applying this concept in the sphere of business. Different approaches towards teamwork were regarded, the key characteristics of this activity were revealed. The advantages and disadvantages of teamwork were outlined. An attempt to compare it with similar activities was made.

This theme is topical and may be interesting for a wide range of public as teamwork is currently being championed as a way of replacing inflexible, dehumanizing, bureaucratic mechanisms with more humanistic, involving, cultural-ideological methods of coordinating productive activity. The objectives of this work are: to determine the importance of teamwork; to learn the mechanism of building a team; to study the main points concerning the organization of the activity of groups of people in the most profitable way. A team is a group of people coming together to collaborate, and so to reach a shared goal or task for which they hold themselves mutually accountable. Teamwork is a state of unity achieved within a group of people working for a specific economic benefit. There are advantages of teamwork in business such as united effort, division of work, reduction of risk, specialization in work, subordination of personal interest to organizational interest, timely completion, high quality output, goodwill and reputation, unification of merits, persuading, helping and guiding, participating and suggesting, respecting and listening, problem solving and communicating [1]. Team members not only cooperate in all aspects of their tasks and goals, they share in what is traditionally thought of as management functions, such as planning, organizing, setting performance goals, assessing the team’s performance, developing their own strategies to manage changes, and securing their own resources. These shared mental models or knowledge structures allow each teammate to generate predictions and expectations about their teammates’ roles and task demands, which in turn, allow them to make adjustments in order to maintain effective team performance [2]. Leadership shows itself in the inspired action of team members. Traditionally, organizations have assessed leaders by their actions and behaviour. But, the best way to assess leadership is by the degree to which people surrounding leaders are inspired. It is this inspiration that leads organizations on to an excellent performance, rather than a mediocre performance. As a manager, one’s prime responsibility is to effectively manage a team. A well-managed team has proved to be more productive and innovative in its approach to all business issues [3]. Many managers face lots of problems while organizing the teamwork because of, for example, incorrect feedback from the employees or lack of resources to proceed with the teamwork process. That’s why it is essential to take into consideration as many factors as possible. The given recommendations can be useful for the experienced manager as well as for the beginners in this sphere. Finally, though team work and team building can offer many challenges, the payoff from a high performance team is well worth it.